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Foreword 

The Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government is delighted to set

out the first Annual Report of the Government Policy on Architecture 2009-2015:

Towards a sustainable future, Delivering Quality within the Built Environment

Environment as prepared by Government Policy on Architecture Committee, GPAAC.

Firstly, may I thank all members of GPAAC and the principal stakeholders for their

assistance over the last year regarding implementation of the objectives of GPA 2009-

2015. As you know, it has been a focused first year in terms of setting up the new

governance structures of GPAAC and GPAIG which has been highly beneficial in terms of

a multi-partnering approach in progressing actions within GPA. 

The quality of our built environment profoundly affects the quality of our everyday lives.

This understanding is one of the key drivers behind the design and continual

regeneration of our built environment and is the reason that so few people are passive

when it comes to holding and expressing a view on whether that quality is being

addressed or neglected in their immediate, local, national or even in the international

environment.

Over the past decade or so, architecture in Ireland has enjoyed a remarkable period of

achievement. Public interest in good design has grown, as has the quality of buildings

produced. A substantial body of well-designed work: urban design, housing, public

buildings, schools, leisure and commercial buildings has been put in place across the

country. However, conceiving, designing and delivering sustainable architecture in our

environment presents a significant challenge to this generation and this is a challenge

that requires a fundamental re-appraisal of the role of architecture and urban design,

integrating cultural and environmental responsibilities to combat the effects of climate

change.  

The Government through this policy on architecture and the built environment seeks to

promote awareness and understanding of the contribution of good design to the daily life

and well-being of society as a whole.  High quality design, whether in the details of the

buildings we work in, or in the spaces and places that we share socially, should not be

viewed as a luxury, achievable on a one-off basis.  The realisation of good architecture is

fundamentally about much more than individual buildings.  It must also concern itself

with the realisation of an acceptable human environment for all.
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In this context, the Government Policy on Architecture 2009-2015: Towards a

Sustainable Future:  Delivering Quality within the Built Environment addresses issues

that have arisen in the years since the publication of the first policy on architecture by

placing more emphasis on sustainable development of the environment and urban

design, continuing to encourage and support high quality modern architecture,

incorporating architectural heritage in a holistic, integrated manner and developing

actions which respond to and promote awareness in these areas. 

Many initiatives have been advanced over the last year in terms of Actions delivered,

direct grant-aid initiatives supported and partnering arrangements put in place with key

partners and stakeholders to advance specific areas of policy objectives. This report sets

out the exact details regarding progress in relation to these three areas.

Finally, for and on behalf of GPAAC as co-chair, I have no doubt that the showcasing of

specific Irish Architecture at this year’s Venice Biennale will once again shine the

spotlight on the quality and standing of contemporary Irish architecture in the

international arena. 

We look forward to seeing the outcome of further initiatives and actions under the GPA

implementation programme 2010-2015 by the Department of the Environment, Heritage

and Local Government and its partners and to an increased and continuous engagement

by all interested parties in the development of national policy on architecture in Ireland.

Is iontach an obair atá ar siúl agaibh agus guím gach rath air san am atá le teacht.

Martin Colreavy

Chief Architect,

Department of the Environment, Heritage & Local Government.

February 2011
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Government Statement

Government Policy on Architecture Annual Report 2009-2010

The Government Policy on Architecture 2009-2015

provides the appropriate framework for architectural policy

over the next 5 years.  The policy places an emphasis on

sustainable development of the environment and urban

design, encourages and supports high quality modern

architecture, and incorporates architectural heritage in a

holistic, integrated manner.  

In advancing the policy a GPA Advisory Committee

(GPAAC) was established to assist the Department of the

Environment, Heritage and Local Government (DEHLG) in

implementing and developing actions within the policy over

the seven years.
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General:

The Government Policy on Architecture 2009-2015 provides the appropriate framework

for architectural policy to 2015.  The policy places an emphasis on sustainable

development of the environment and urban design, encourages and supports high

quality modern architecture, and incorporates architectural heritage in a holistic,

integrated manner.  The policy complements and supports the Government’s wider

economic strategy “Building Ireland’s Smart Economy: A Framework for Sustainable

Economic Renewal” in areas such as research, green enterprise and the development of

efficient and sustainable technologies for the built environment.  

Objectives 2010

The key priorities for 2010 were the on-going establishment of the Government Policy

on Architecture Advisory Committee (GPAAC) and the supporting DEHLG GPA

Implementation Group, GPA IG. A meeting had taken place with key partners/

stakeholders and the initial 20 priority actions had been identified from the overall 45 to

begin implementation in 2010. These priority actions will be initiated over the first two

years and deal with specific areas such as built environment research, public awareness,

policy development in urban design and sustainable development. 

The outline of actions to be advanced in 2010/2011 focused on the following general

areas:

- Advance research within the built environment dealing with matters such as:

post-occupancy evaluation (POE), value-for-money (VFM), costs-in-use and life-

cycle costs on buildings procured through the State in partnership with

Governmental and state bodies.

- The examination of aspects of quality delivery in capital programs within the state

sector, in particular energy efficiency and future proofing of buildings, together

with benchmarks on sustainability, adaptability and re-use within the health,

education and residential sectors.

- Advance a strong evidence-based approach to policy development in sustainable

planning and urban design to take account of the implications of quality best

practice and climate change.

- Examine and advance developments on the integration of national and regional

strategies to promote qualitative delivery of sustainable infrastructure and built

environment in Developing Areas.

- Promote Irish construction skills and expertise abroad through initiatives such as

Enterprise Ireland’s International Selling Programme, and to establish Ireland as

a centre of excellence for developing sustainable solutions within the construction

sector.
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With regard to the above, Appendix 2 attached outlines the overall 20 priority actions for

development over 2010 and 2011. For Reference, all 45 actions of the Policy are

summarised in the GPA 2009-2015 Publication on pages 74-81.

Programme Organisation and Structure:

In advancing the policy a GPA Advisory Committee (GPAAC) was established to assist the

Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (DEHLG) in

implementing and developing actions within the policy over the seven years and is co-

chaired by the heads of section with responsibility for the delivery, annual reporting and

implementation of the Policy in DEHLG. It was intended that GPAAC would meet once

every quarter or at least four times in the year.  GPAAC met on 5 occasions during 2010

to discuss the implementation of new structures, tendering actions and direct grant aid

initiatives.

GPAAC objective: The key function of GPAAC is a high level advisory group of

stakeholders/partners to advise the DEHLG on the delivery and implementation of the

policy.

In support of GPAAC, an inter-sectoral implementation group, called the GPA

Implementation Group (GPAIG) was established to manage aspects of the

implementation of the actions as required. 

GPA IG objective: The key function of GPAIG is to co-jointly manage the current

development of the strategy and actions relating to same. 

Reference Appendix 1 for membership of GPAAC and GPAIG, organisational diagram set

out below.

8
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Government Policy on Architecture 2009-2015:  

Implementation Strategy & Structure

Minister/Minister of State

DEHLG

Stakeholders

Assist in delivery

of policy actions

Multi-disciplinary

Expert panel (arising

from Expressions of

Interest)

Assist in delivery of 20

Priority Actions 2010-

2012

Direct Grant Aid

Initiatives to

support GPA

actions as

identified where

funding is available

GPAAC 

Government Policy on Architecture

Advisory Committee

(RIAI, OPW, Heritage Council, IAF,

CCAA, DEHLG)

Figure 1: Government Policy on Architecture 2009-2015

GPAIG 

Government Policy on Architecture Implementation Group

(RIAI, OPW, Heritage Council, IAF, CCAA, Arts Council, DEHLG)

Work Group managing delivery of specific Actions both internally and externally
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Delivery of Actions
The overall progression of the GPA and the compilation of

an annual report are assigned to the DEHLG; under Action

43 the Department assigns responsibility for co-ordination

of the implementation of this policy.  Specific actions under

the Policy assign responsibility for individual actions to key

stakeholders, including that of Key partners. 
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Funding allocation and Strategy

An allocation of €407,000 was provided within the 2010 Department of the

Environment, Heritage and Local Government Vote towards the implementation of the

Government Policy on Architecture 2009-2015. €300,000 or approximately 75% had

been set aside for initiatives to be supported via direct grant aid funding to assist in the

implementation of policy priority actions and €107,000 or approximately 25% had been

set aside to assist in the delivery of actions by an expert panel formulated from the

outcome of an open call for expressions of interest (EoI) process.

Under the EoI, DEHLG invited parties (via e-tenders) such as professional organisations,

academic institutions and organisations with related expertise in the Built Environment to

express an interest in assisting in the implementation of the actions identified by the

Government Policy on Architecture Advisory Committee (GPAAC) as priority actions for

2010/11.  A panel of 14 parties was established across the four specialist areas.  Specific

expertise was sourced from the panel in relation to each action being advanced.  

The three key areas for delivery of GPA actions in 2009-2010 were:

1. GPA Direct Grant Aid Initiatives 2010 

2. GPA Actions in Development – Expert Panel

3. GPA Actions in Development via DEHLG, RIAI, OPW, The Heritage

Council, The Arts Council, The Irish Architecture Foundation and other

stakeholders   

The following is a brief outline of activities within the three areas noted above:

1. GPA Direct Grant Aid Initiatives 2010 

DEHLG have successfully initiated and implemented the first two programmes of GPA

Direct Grant Aid in 2010, one in June and another in November, regarding the support of

initiatives that assist in specific actions within the Policy. It is acknowledged, however,

that there are greater funding limitations on grant aid in 2011.

A total of nineteen projects were supported under the initiatives, spread around the

country.  These included particular events, such as the Waterford Architecture Festival,

the conference of the ICOMOS International Scientific Committees and the BT Young

Scientist & Technology Exhibition. This is the first year under which a special award

category was introduced in the Young Scientists for ‘the project that offers the best

investigation of the relationship between social patterns and urban design or which

proposes a better way to design our built environment’.  The ICOMOS Conference,

including a scientific symposium on the impact of global change on cultural heritage,

open to the public, was held in Dublin over five days and brought together over a dozen

of its committees, with members from across the globe, as well as local representatives

and interested parties.  The four Dublin local authorities received support for their

application bid for the World Design Capital 2014 initiative.  

13
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An ambitious project, A Space for Learning, organised by the Irish Architecture

Foundation (IAF), saw 120 architects placed with 1,500 transition-year students in

ninety schools across Ireland, culminating with an exhibition showcasing the top designs

in the NCAD Gallery in Dublin, a series of public lectures and a symposium.

Kilkenny County Council was assisted in a design review pilot for an infrastructure

project and a colloquium presented on the process of design review in general within this

state.

The Royal Institute of the Architects in Ireland (RIAI) was assisted with its

research competition 3Twenty10, its Shaping Space scheme and Architecture Tours

programme and its publication, Irish Architecture/RIAI Annual Review 2010/11. 

Among the other institutions and public bodies assisted under the initiatives, were The

Arts Council (which is supporting seven projects around the country), The Heritage

Council (for its report Grant Aid for Building Conservation – Quanta Research), Laois

County Council, Dublin Civic Trust, Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT) Bolton Street and

the University of Limerick.  Reference Appendices 3 & 4 for direct grant aid criteria and

initiatives supported.

2. GPA Actions in Development – Expert Panel

Following GPAAC's assessment of the EoIs for the panel and the final tendering of work

under four actions in 2010, DEHLG has engaged four organisations from the panel to

develop these actions, these are:

Action 1(ii): Built Environment Research Scoping Paper & Colloquium 2011: 

University College Dublin under Category Panel 1

Action 21: Best practice manual guidance on Local Area Plans:  

Queens University Belfast in partnership with LOCI under Category

Panel 3

Action 27(ii): Best practice guidance for High and Large Scale Buildings in Urban

Areas: 

Shaffrey Associates in partnership with PlaceMakers under Category

Panel 3

Action 38: Joint Research Colloquium 2011 with Schools of Architecture/CCMA: 

RIAI under Category Panel 4

The aim of tendering Action 1(ii) was to advance the commissioning of a research

scoping study to identify the range and priorities for architectural research to support the

Policy on Architecture.  There has been little examine hitherto into the area of

architectural research in Ireland; this stage of the project will study research in
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architecture, both within an Irish context and within European and international

contexts, in terms of identifying current challenges and future directions, looking at both

academic and industry-led research models.  There will be a range of investigation and

consultation in the process.

Action 21 was tendered in the context of the Department’s forthcoming publication:

Local Area Plans: Creating Sustainable Communities - Guidelines for Planning

Authorities. This is currently at consultation draft stage. The preparation of a Best

Practice Manual, intended as companion volume to the guidelines, will involve looking at

select existing LAPs by way of case studies, and will identify best practice processes and

structures for future application in the context of parameters set out by the Department.

The guidance for High and Large Scale Buildings in Urban Areas, being advanced under

Action 27(ii), will be progressed through a review of theory, research, practice, and

policy literature and through stakeholder consultation.  It will look at the historic and

contemporary context of urban Ireland and what defines historic urban areas, and

intends to separately examine issues pertaining to high buildings and large scale

buildings with regard to impacts, sustainability, civic design and architectural aspects.

The study will examine issues under a broad range of parameters ranging from

contextual, visual and public realm considerations to use mixes, design, construction and

socio-economic factors.

Action 38 involves the convening of a colloquium and the preparation of a report on its

outcomes, involving the City and County Managers Association (CCMA), the RIAI and the

directors of architectural programmes of the Schools of Architecture.  Its purpose is to

establish how these schools could contribute to addressing built environment design

challenges at local level.

Reference Appendices 5 & 6 for the Expert Panel details and actions in progress/being

developed.

3. GPA Actions in Development via DEHLG, RIAI, OPW, The Heritage

Council, The Arts Council, the Irish Architecture Foundation and other

stakeholders

The overall progression of the GPA and the compilation of an annual report are assigned

to the DEHLG; under Action 43 the Department assigns responsibility for co-ordination of

the implementation of this policy.  In tandam with the above, the Department of the

Environment, Heritage and Local Government has successfully completed Action 16

which is the launch of Energy Efficiency in Traditional Buildings as part of the DEHLG

advice series.  Specific actions under the Policy assign responsibility for individual actions

to key stakeholders, including 

• The Arts Council (Actions 5, 13, 30 and 33), 

• Department of Education and Skills (Actions 36, 37 and 41)
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• Department of Tourism, Culture and Sport (Action 28)

• The Heritage Council (Actions 17, 19, 30 and 33), 

• Irish Architectural Archive (IAA) (Action 31)

• Irish Architecture Foundation (IAF) (Action 34)

• Office of Public Works (OPW) (Actions 1, 3, 6, 7, 10, 12,and 17)

• Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland (RIAI) (Action 38 and 39)

In addition to these specified actions, stakeholders may be, individually or as part of a

group, assigned tasks relating to additional actions or parts of actions.  An example of

co-ordinated activities under the GPA relates to the projects in schools undertaken by

the Irish Architecture Foundation, the RIAI and The Arts Council in conjunction with the

Department of Education and Skills.  School related projects undertaken in 2009/2010

include the Engaging with Architecture Programme and the BT Young Scientist Category

for Architecture.

Actions Progressed by the Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland (RIAI)

The RIAI new Action Plan/Business Plan for 2010-2013 has officially supported the GPA

2009-2015 as a central objective which is of benefit to the development of the GPA in

terms of input of resources and additional capacity by the RIAI;

Objective 4: Establish the RIAI structures and programmes required to support the

objectives and actions contained in the Government Policy on Architecture 2009 - 2015.

In 2009/2010, the RIAI progressed initiatives under fourteen GPA Actions (see

Appendices 4 and 6).  In May 2010, it held a Design Review Colloquium, the aim of

which was to explore the operation and successes of Design Review as a tool to improve

engagement between local authority clients, design teams and the general public. The

event was addressed by Director of Architecture and Design Review, CABE, London,

Fingal County Manager, Kilkenny County Manager and practitioners from London and

Amsterdam  Eight of the City and County Managers attended and contributed to the

discussion.

Through funding under the GPA the RIAI has initiated the updating and redevelopment of

“Shaping Space’ - the RIAI’s programme for developing awareness of architecture and

the built environment in school children. The programme, which has been internationally

acclaimed, will be delivered through online tools and will be more accessible to a wider

audience.

The RIAI has published ‘Irish Architecture | The RIAI Annual Review 2010/2011’ which is

a survey of the best of Irish architecture in Ireland and throughout the world over the

past year or so. The survey of the projects is led by Grafton Architects’ inspiring

Università Luigi Bocconi in Milan which won the ‘World Building of the Year Award’ for

2008 at the World Architecture Festival. Twenty-eight buildings are discussed including;

the Wexford Opera House, Thomond Park and Croke Park stadia, libraries in Cork, Rush

and Laois, housing, a Garda station, Courthouses, parks, an artist’s studio, a theatre and
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gallery in Carlow, local government buildings in Laois, hotels and private houses. All

projects are illustrated with plans, elevations and photographs. This publication serves as

an excellent tool in the promotion of the quality of Ireland’s architecture at home and

abroad.

The RIAI initiated a new initiative ‘3Twenty10’ – a competition which invited research

proposals from Architects to put forward new projects, systems or components of

buildings which would help to stimulate their local areas, improve the sustainability of

buildings or develop new technologies for the construction industry. The three shortlisted

competitors are developing their proposals with part-funding from the GPA and will

present their findings to the RIAI and DHELG in May 2011. The RIAI proposes this to be

an annual initiative.

The RIAI is continuing the development of the Irish Architectural Tours which are

scheduled to begin in spring 2011; the website, marketing plans and tour development

have all been completed with the aid of funding from the GPA.

The RIAI has been awarded the tender to deliver Action 38 of the Policy - to convene a

colloquium in Dublin involving the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local

Government, the City and County Managers Association, the Royal Institute of the

Architects of Ireland and the directors of architectural programmes to examine how

schools of architecture could contribute to addressing built environment design

challenges at a local level. The outcomes of this action will be available in spring 2011.

Actions progressed by OPW1

Since 2006 the OPW has worked with the School of Architecture at UCD and Dublin City

Council on a research project on criteria for assessment of cultural significance.  This

project now comes under Action 1 of the GPA. This research has largely concentrated on

examining the various aspects of cultural significance in areas of Dublin where the State

holds a significant property portfolio.  A study focussing on the North Georgian Area has

been completed and considerable work has also been completed with an urban study of

the area between Merrion Square and Kildare Street.  OPW has initiated co-operative

material research projects both nationally and internationally, within the terms of Action

2.  Examples include a joint project with the Geological Survey of Ireland identifying

Irish quarries and other sources of stone for many of our National Monuments and

Historic Properties.  This is not only a valuable addition to the information about these

buildings but also a useful tool in establishing sources for replacement stone for repair.

In co-operation with English Heritage OPW is involved in two research projects that have

direct relevance to day-to-day maintenance and repair.  The first, in collaboration with

Coillte and Kew Gardens, is looking at suitable soft woods for repair of joinery without

the need for chemical treatments, reducing the need for hardwood imports.  In a second

study there is examination of the movement of air in cavities, relevant to the question of

1 Please note that action 7 is not a specific action assigned to OPW.  Of the 20 priority actions the following
relate directly to OPW - 1, 3, 6, 9, 10, 34, 43 and 45.
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retro-fitting ventilation to roofs and floors in historic buildings.  The OPW is also engaged

with Trinity College in a study of the behaviour of stone staircases in historic buildings.

A pilot scheme on Post-Occupancy Evaluation(POE) commenced by OPW in 2008 on

three buildings in the Decentralisation Programme, has been reactivated within the scope

of Action 3. The next stage involves a) analysis of the completed questionnaires b) an

energy survey and c) a walk through survey where each building is examined by experts

in discussion with users.  The completion of the pilot study will inform the rollout of POE

for 25 buildings across different organisations.  Under the provision of Action 6, the

position of State Architect has been formally established.

At the request of the Minister of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government the

Architectural Services of OPW is preparing a guidance document for Green Public

Procurement in the Construction Sector, within the provisions of Action 9. The

document sets out a long-term vision for green public procurement in the construction

sector and sets out short, medium and long-term actions to achieve this ambition.  Its

structure and content recognises the diversity of public sectors and departments that will

use this document.

Under Action 10, OPW is engaged in on-going data collection and feedback on the

operation of the new forms of contract and conditions of engagement for later analysis

and discussion with the Government Construction Contracts Committee (GCCC).  Under

the provisions of Action 12, early in 2010 OPW activated a new framework panel for

consultant architects for minor works contracts.  The panel consists of 34 practices

throughout the country. 

Action 19 provides, inter alia, for the sponsorship of conservation conferences.

The types of conferences currently undertaken by OPW and DEHLG in partnership with

the universities and other institutions will form the model for future conferences on

practice and research in building and landscape conservation.  The support for the NUI

Maynooth annual conference on Great Houses, Landscapes and Demesnes (assisted also

by the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government in 2009/10),

continues as does the series on Housekeeping at Castletown House with the Irish

Georgian Society.  The shared facilities at Castletown House are ideally placed and a

programme of conferences for 2011 is being planned. 

Actions progressed by The Heritage Council 

Under Action 1(iii), the Council has supported research projects about the potential

impact of climate change on heritage, including vulnerability atlas for built cultural assets

on the shoreline of County Wexford. Council’s working group on this issue is also

preparing case studies illustrating the vulnerability of built heritage to extreme weather

events, climate variability and climate change.  The Council has not yet undertaken any

major initiatives under Action 17; however, the changing economic circumstances have

led to the offering of grant funding to projects whose aims are to ‘mothball’ buildings and

prevent deterioration whilst their future use is established.
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Under Action 18, the Council commissioned a study of grant-giving efficiency, issues

surrounding the quantities of grants that are available, and their economic benefit; while

under Action 19, and following on from Council’s 2009 conference on the Irish

Landscape, it has published ‘Proposal for Ireland’s Landscapes 2010’.  Under Action 20,

the Council has continued to provide a training course for interested parties in Landscape

Character Assessment.

Within the ambit of Action 27, the Council promotes good practice in social engagement

in the planning process through Village Design Statements – in 2010, a VDS was

completed in Julianstown, Co. Meath. This contributes an exemplar or case study of

proper planning and socially and environmentally sustainable development.

Through the local authority Heritage Plan grant programme, the Council is funding the

study of ‘Sources for the Archaeological and Architectural History of Cork City and

County’, a web-based and updatable database of sources for the local built historic

environment, this comes within the terms of Action 31. It is proposed to continue to

support such studies at local authority level to collect relevant information. At a later

date, the Heritage Council and the Irish Architectural Archive propose to review research

needs to establish if this sector can be served by more strategic resources, such as a

publication on architectural research methods, the setting of a architectural heritage

research agenda, and the making available of existing bibliographies through a web

portal.

Actions progressed by The Arts Council

The major initiative undertaken by the Council in 2009/10 was the launch of the

‘Engaging with Architecture Scheme’’, a new partnership between the Council and the

Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government.  It is being

implemented in response to both the GPA Action 33 and the Council’s own research into

Public Engagement with Architecture, published in 2009. The purpose of the scheme is to

support innovative, ambitious and creative high quality artistic initiatives that specifically

aim to extend the public’s experience of and engagement with architecture. A large

number of individuals, local authorities and organisations applied for funding under the

scheme; seven diverse projects of varying scales being selected by a multi-disciplinary

panel. The projects are being developed by artists, architects, printmakers, storytellers,

choreographers, historians and researchers, and range from community-based

architecture projects, through multi-faceted local built environment initiatives, involving

schools and local authorities; included is a choreographed performance piece. The

initiatives commenced will continue across the country in the coming months.

Actions progressed by the Irish Architecture Foundation

The Irish Architecture Foundation (IAF) promotes the power of architecture to transform

the places where we live life, considering  that the places and spaces we live affect our

culture, our sense of self; the experience of architecture for a citizen is about who we

are and who we want to be.  The importance of communicating this to the general public

us is why the IAF was established in 2006.
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The major projects undertaken by the IAF in 2009/2010 funded by the GPA under

Action 34 were in developing audiences for architecture through Open House Dublin,

initiating nationwide architects in schools projects through the competition and exhibition

A Space for Learning, and promoting Irish creativity at the largest exhibition for

architecture in the world, the Venice Architecture Biennale.

Moreover, the symposium, A Space for Architecture in Schools, also funded by the

GPA, was a research initiative aimed at bringing together the individuals and

organisations who potentially have a role to play in the development of future

Architects–in-Schools schemes. 

Within 2011 building on the successes and support from GPA in 2010, the IAF will

continue delivering a programme that is topical, important and essential from both an

international and national perspective; to be aware and reflect the critical thinking in

architecture practice, academia, research and education; and to continue to build

audiences for architecture and the built environment and to reveal and examine its effect

on society, culture and community. 

20
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Appendices
DEHLG have successfully initiated and implemented the

first two programmes of GPA Direct Grant Aid in 2010,

regarding the support of initiatives that directly assist in

specific actions within the Policy. 

The key priorities for 2010 were the on-going

establishment of the Government Policy on Architecture

Advisory Committee (GPAAC) and the supporting DEHLG

GPA Implementation Group, GPA IG. A meeting took place

with key partners/stakeholders and the initial 20 priority

actions had been identified from the overall 45 to begin

implementation in 2010. These priority actions will be

initiated over the first two years and deal with specific

areas such as built environment research, public

awareness, policy development in urban design and

sustainable development. 
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Appendix 1:

GPAAC & GPA IG Implementation structure 

GPAAC

In advancing the policy a GPA Advisory committee, or GPAAC has been set up to assist

DEHLG in implementing and developing actions within the policy over the seven year

programme and is co-chaired by the heads of section with responsibility for the delivery,

annual reporting and implementation of the Policy in DEHLG. Membership of the Advisory

committee is as follows:

GPAAC: 

Co-Chairs: Mr Martin Colreavy, Chief Architect, DEHLG

Mr Brian Lucas, Principal Officer, DEHLG

Committee: Mr Pat Cooney, State Architect & Principal Architect OPW

Mr John Graby, Director RIAI

Mr Aidan O’Connor, Principal Advisor, Housing, DEHLG

Ms Gráinne Shaffrey, Board member of Heritage Council

Mr Jim Pike, Chairman IAF

Ms Marguerite Murphy, Chairman County & City Architects Association

(CCAA)

Dr Freddie O’Dwyer, Co-chair GPAIG, Senior Architect, DEHLG

Mr Rónán Whelan, Co-chair GPAIG, Assistant Principal Officer, DEHLG

GPAIG 

In the context of the above and in support, an inter-sectoral implementation group,

called the GPA implementation Group, or GPAIG  has been set up of which resources will

be provided from staff within these areas on a rotating basis to manage aspects of the

implementation of the actions as required. This consists of:

GPAIG:

Co-Chairs: Dr Freddie O’Dwyer, Senior Architect, DEHLG

Mr Rónán Whelan, Assistant Principal Officer, DEHLG

Group: Ms Jacqui Donnelly, Architectural Conservation Advisor, DEHLG

Dr Nessa Roche, Architectural Conservation Advisor, DEHLG

Mr Marc Ritchie, Architectural Conservation Advisor, DEHLG 

Ms Alison Edgeworth, Architectural Advisor, Housing, DEHLG

Ms Kathryn Meghan, Assistant Director, RIAI 

Mr Tony Sheppard, Technical Manager, Dept. of Education and Skills

Mr Liam Egan, Assistant Principal Architect, OPW 

Mr Colm Murray, Architecture Officer, The Heritage Council

Ms Andrée Dargan, Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Architect, CCAA

representative

Ms Nathalie Weadick, Director, Irish Architecture Foundation

Ms Clare Doyle, Head of Visual Arts and Architecture, The Arts Council

Mr Paul de Freine, Chief Architectural Adviser, Health Service Executive

Mr Dave Kirkwood, Irish Landscape Institute
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Appendix 2:

Key priority Actions to be initiated and/or
progressed in 2010 - 2012

24

1. In order to develop a robust framework for an evidence based policy on

architecture into the future the Department of the Environment, Heritage

and Local Government will convene a built environment research

committee and initiate discussions with relevant parties to guide the

Department in formulating a research strategy for architecture and the

built environment. In order to assist with the formulation of the strategy

the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government will:

i. convene a research colloquium in collaboration with the Office of

Public Works and other relevant parties to examine the issue of

research funding as applied to the built environment;

ii. commission a research scoping study to identify the range and

priorities for architectural research to support the Policy on

Architecture. The study should include identification of the bodies

that have funded research in architecture and potential sponsors of

architectural research. The study should associate the research

priorities with specific funding programmes, identify where

adjustments may be required and include a gap analysis leading to

the identification of a number of definition studies in areas of

significance to the Policy. The study should set out the research

strategy required to support the Policy on Architecture and

recommend appropriate management and funding mechanisms;

and

iii. commission a research study into aspects of the Irish climate that

specifically impact on requirements for building performance to be

then incorporated into the regulatory framework.

The Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government will

oversee the implementation of the research strategy and undertake where

appropriate the definition studies identified in the research scoping study.

The definition studies will identify the most urgent research tasks and

information requirements.

Research

Action
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The research scoping study will pay particular attention to the following:

the criteria for exemplars of best practice with regard to sustainable

“place-making”; building energy performance and whole life-cycle costing;

environmental performance of building forms and typologies in high-

density design and construction; the potential for all forms of construction

systems to deliver higher sustainability standards, and factors affecting

the social sustainability of settlements. This scoping study will take

account of the range of research currently being undertaken in other

European countries.

3. In order to strengthen the evidence base for policy, the Department of the

Environment, Heritage and Local Government and the Office of Public

Works will co-ordinate post-occupancy evaluation studies of buildings

procured through direct State funding and publish the outcomes.

The Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government and

Office of Public Works will establish within their procurement provisions

mechanisms for data gathering and analysis on schemes procured through

public funding and Public Private Partnership.

Research

Action
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6. To underline the importance of architectural quality as a cornerstone of

national policy on the built environment the title of Principal Architect in

the Office of Public Works will be changed to State Architect and Principal

Architect in the Office of Public Works and the role will be strengthened to

include:

i. advising on the implementation of the Architecture Policy Actions;

ii. contributing to the Government Construction Contracts Committee

(GCCC) to developing procurement and contracting policies in

support of architectural quality in State funded projects; 

iii. consultee regarding legislation and regulations affecting quality in

architecture and the built environment;

iv. consultee regarding the design quality of all infrastructural

programmes;

v. advising the relevant Departments of the accumulated experience

and expertise in the public service and of programmes that will

ensure that the care of monuments, and the conservation,

restoration and re-use of historic buildings is fully exploited;

vi. acting as a point of reference and advice in the dissemination of

knowledge and expertise.

7. In order to advance the quality of the designed environment, the

Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government, in

collaboration with the City and County Managers Association, will consider

the benefits of each county/ city council submitting plans for the provision

of in-house architectural services, headed at the level of City or County

Architect whose responsibilities may include:

i. the promotion of architectural quality within the built environment;

ii. specific engagement with infrastructure and public realm projects;

iii. engagement with NGO and private sector activities in the

promotion of architecture and architectural heritage, including

exhibitions and publications and local awards schemes in order to

promote architecture among the wider public.

Quality

Action
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The plans submitted will include the deployment of architects and other

related professionals including architectural conservation officers to ensure

that architectural conservation issues are proactively addressed. This may

also include proposals to regionalise specific expertise in creating

efficiencies given the current economic difficulties and limited resources

available in this regard.

8. The Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government will

require County and City Development Board strategies to incorporate aims

and actions on architectural quality.

9. The Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government and

the Office of Public Works will, in accordance with the requirements of the

Capital Works Management Framework:

i. investigate appropriate incentives for best practice in regard to

future-proofing of buildings. The objective is that buildings be

designed for resilience, and in terms of energy as net resource-

generating environments;

ii. develop relevant guidance documents on key sustainability criteria.

Such documents will have wide application, for example as design

aids and in evaluating applications for new building developments

in order to ensure compliance with their objectives on

sustainability, functionality and value for money as referred to

above and as benchmarks against which to assess competition

entries. The future adaptability and the ease to which the materials

used could be recycled at the end of their lifespan are among the

factors to be considered;

iii. ensure that buildings procured in all public building contracts are

designed for ease of maintenance and upgrade. In support of this

action the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local

Government and the Office of Public Works, in conjunction with the

Government Construction Contracts Committee and with the

assistance of relevant agencies will prepare a guidance document

on the application of whole life costing in building projects in the

State.

10. In order to further promote the achievement of quality, the Government

will implement the following measures:

Quality

Action
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i. The Office of Public Works will contribute to the work of the

Government Contracts Construction Committee in developing

guidelines for quality in architecture and the built environment for

all procurement by contracting authorities.  Such guidance should

apply also to leasing/rental of property and development

undertaken through Public Private Partnership (PPP);

ii. the Office of Public Works will contribute to the work of the

Government Construction Contracts Committee by conducting a

review of:

a) the effectiveness of current procurement procedures with

respect to architectural conservation projects,

and

b) thresholds for architectural projects established under

provisions for PPP projects;

iii. the Office of Public Works will report to the Government

Construction Contracts Committee on the effectiveness of the

current percentage ratings for architectural quality in the

assessment process for Public Private Partnership projects.

16. The Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government will

issue guidelines on how older, traditionally constructed and historic

buildings can contribute to a reduction in the consumption of fossil fuels

and carbon dioxide emissions while respecting their built fabric and

cultural significance.  This action may take cognisance of any data on

building performance derived from buildings procured and maintained

through State funds and will ensure appropriate dissemination of such

information.

Quality

Action
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21. The Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government

under the provisions of the Planning Acts, will require that development

plans and local area plans demonstrate compliance with key design

criteria set out in its guidance documents: Delivering Homes, Sustaining

Communities; Quality Housing for Sustainable Communities; Architectural

Heritage Protection Guidelines for Planning Authorities; Sustainable Rural

Housing – Guidelines for Planning Authorities; and Sustainable Residential

Development in Urban Areas with the associated Urban Design Manual: A

Best Practice Guide. In support, the Department of the Environment,

Heritage and Local Government will continue to advance such objectives

under the Developing Areas initiative and will also publish supplementary

guidance on sustainable place-making drawing from examples of validated

best practice in creating and maintaining integrated, sustainable places, in

terms of architectural and urban design quality as well as social

engagement.

22. To assist in meeting sustainability objectives public authorities, assisted by

the development and implementation of sustainable planning by local

authorities, will be encouraged to introduce the following measures:

i. prioritise assessment of their existing land holdings including

redundant and underused building stock in terms of its economic

and social value. In deciding on future development, public

authorities will be asked to encourage adaptive re-use of buildings

that would be compatible with their character and significance;

ii. develop their sustainability policies and objectives to specifically

address the re-use of the existing building stock;

iii. prepare a conservation policy for buildings of architectural heritage

value in their care and/or ownership and within this framework to

prepare a conservation plan for individual places as appropriate.

Such policies should be based on an inventory of their historic

building stock and make provision for ongoing conservation and

maintenance programmes in fulfilment of the policy objectives;

iv. with regard to developments on publicly-owned brown field sites,

consideration will be given to measures which take account of

existing material resources on the site and the potential for this

material to be reused. Such an account should form part of the

assessment of the site potential of the land, and its potential for

planning purposes.

Planning and Urban Design

Action
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27. The Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government will

liaise with relevant groups to derive guidelines with respect to a number

of key issues:

i. in collaboration with the relevant professional institutes, setting

generally applicable performance criteria in relation to

sustainability, under the inter-linked headings of environmental,

economic and social criteria, taking account of best international

practice;

ii. evaluating the criteria for high and large scale buildings in urban

areas and their impact on historic urban areas.  

High quality architecture offers opportunities to adapt the experience and

lessons of past rural building design to the current need for buildings to be

carbon efficient while making the most effective use of the natural

advantages that rural locations may offer for sustainable design.

Contemporary architecture and design also have an important role to play

in the design of rural buildings that make the best use of their location,

while still blending into and enhancing the natural landscape.

Planning and Urban Design

Action
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28. Through the implementation mechanisms established for this Policy on

Architecture, the Department of Arts, Sport and Tourism will review, in

liaison with the range of appropriate cultural institutions, whether and to

what extent, the promotion of architecture could be further developed as

part of their individual briefs.

34. The Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government and

the Office of Public Works will support initiatives developed by the Irish

Architecture Foundation to further the aims of this Policy, including

development of a virtual interface as a portal for programmes and

initiatives in architecture, design and the wider built environment.

36 With regard to primary and second level schools and teacher training

institutions, the Department of Education and Science will complete the

work in progress of identifying curriculum strands/areas across a range of

subjects which can facilitate teaching and learning about architecture and

the built environment and undertake the following supporting actions:

i. encourage the use of the local environment as a location for

learning, to suit the specific circumstance of individual schools and

promote the adoption of such practices by Boards of Management;

ii. identify, together with the teacher professional networks, the

support services and other organisations, readily available teaching

resources which support teaching and learning about the built

environment and which support learning in curriculum

strands/areas identified in the research conducted under Action on

Architecture 2002 -2005. This information should be made

available through the Virtual Architecture Centre or another

existing website;

iii. facilitate, in co-operation with the relevant organisations, an

annual, task-based architecture awards scheme for schools

incorporating a range of categories covering various age groups

and subjects at primary and post-primary level. The task brief in

each award category will provide close links to the respective

curriculum element and subject syllabus. The Department of the

Environment, Heritage and Local Government task-based

architecture awards scheme for schools incorporating a range of

categories covering various age groups and subjects at primary

and post-primary level.

The task brief in each award category will provide close links to the

respective curriculum element and subject syllabus. The

Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government,

Awareness and Implementation

Action
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in collaboration with the Department of Education and Science, will

provide support for the competitions by means of the internet,

including appropriate background information and advice and

guidance on the organisation and completion of the tasks;

iv. in collaboration with relevant organisations including the Arts

Council, and as resources allow, establish an ‘Architect in

Residence Scheme’ in teacher training colleges associated with the

education of teachers of Construction Studies, Home Economics,

Art, and Architectural Technology;

v. The Department of Education and Science will facilitate, as

resources allow, in collaboration with the Arts Council, an ‘Architect

in Schools’ scheme, to enhance architectural awareness in the

participating schools.

38. The Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government will

convene a colloquium involving the City and County Managers Association,

the Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland and directors of

architectural programmes to examine how schools of architecture could

contribute to addressing built environment design challenges at local

level.

39. The Department of the Environment Heritage and Local Government will

convene in association with the Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland

and the Higher Education Authority a colloquium on the subject of

education and training in urban and landscape design, inviting

professional associations and directors of third level design programmes.

The purpose is to explore opportunities for the following:

i. initiatives that address the spectrum of environmental design

challenges: advanced level multi-disciplinary design studies,

integrating three-dimensional space-making with land use,

transportation and economic development, and modelling with a

focus on urban management;

ii. incorporation of urban and designed landscape studies into courses

that deal with the built environment, and into programmes of

continuing professional development;

iii. enhancing education programmes for built environment professions

to ensure that building resilience becomes a driving objective,

fostering appropriate design responses and construction

technologies.

Awareness and Implementation

Action
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41. Building on the success of the Green-Schools programme the Department

of Education and Science will initiate a scheme, where possible, that

provides information on the ongoing environmental performance of school

buildings in use.

43. The Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government will

assign responsibility for co-ordination of the implementation of this Policy.

An implementation programme and a timetable for delivery in consultation

with the principal stakeholders will be drawn up, and a progress report will

be prepared annually for the Minister. An immediate focus will be the

research strategy at the core of the Policy Actions. The Department will

consider the benefits of:

i. co-ordinating the establishment and operation of a forum chaired

by the State Architect (Principal Architect, Office of Public Works)

and including the relevant principal or senior professional advisers

of the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local

Government in addition to representatives of the public and private

sectors. The purpose of the forum will be as follows:

a to oversee implementation of the actions of this Policy

directed towards the incorporation of quality and

sustainability criteria in state-funded building projects;

b to co-ordinate the implementation of actions relating to the

integration of national strategies, regional and local housing

strategies, macro framework planning and local urban

design initiatives, set out in this Policy on Architecture

2009-2015. A key focus will be the coordinated qualitative

delivery of sustainable infrastructure and built environment

in developing areas;

c to examine and monitor ongoing policy development and its

implications arising from policy developments at EU level for

all matters related to the quality of the built environment;

ii. communicating across the agencies involved in the promoting of

awareness and understanding of architecture within the designed

environment. The Department will report on the implementation of

actions in this area to facilitate planning of future initiatives;

Awareness and Implementation

Action
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iii. as part of the annual report process, carry out a mid-term report

on the implementation of the Policy in 2012.

44. The Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government will

establish a public authorities’ historic buildings committee for the following

purposes: to act as a means for information exchange; to organise

seminars; to examine issues of common interest; and to co-ordinate

guidance and advice in relation to care, maintenance and financing. The

Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government will

require public authorities to establish in-house advisory groups to oversee

the management and maintenance of the historic building resource.

45. The Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government will

liaise with the City and County Managers Association with regard to the

following:

i. to establish how policy actions on architecture that impact at local

authority level can be implemented within the timeframe of the

Policy;

ii. to establish a built environment forum with the collaboration of the

City and County Managers Association to heighten awareness of

the measures that can be taken to drive a quality agenda for urban

design, architecture and architectural conservation, building

control, and landscape design and conservation.

Awareness and Implementation

Action
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Appendix 3:

Criteria for Direct Grant Aid

An application for direct grant aid in 2010 was predicated on the following two items

below:

1. Criteria for Direct Grant Aid:

(i) Specific Action or initiative must relate to an Action within GPA as assessed by

DEHLG. The Government Policy on Architecture 2009-2015 actions identified by

the Government Policy on Architecture Advisory Committee (GPAAC) as priority

actions, within specific categories, are as attached in Appendix 1. These are the

initial actions, in tandem with others currently being advanced, to be

implemented over year one and beyond in the overall implementation programme

of the GPA 2009-2015.

(ii) DEHLG is the recipient of a summary outcome from the execution of the initiative

such as a report, findings or evidence base policy conclusions.

2. General conditions

(i) With the exception of organisations that have been granted charitable status by

the Revenue Commissioners, the approval of an expression of interest is

conditional on tax clearance requirements being met.  Parties are required to

submit their current Tax Clearance Certificate to the Department or relevant

details thereof where they have registered their agreement to the use of the web-

based Revenue Commissioners Tax Clearance verification tool. 

(ii) Parties must have bank accounts to enable electronic fund transfer. 

(iii) Where relevant and applicable only, parties are required to lodge with the

Department:

a. an up-to-date copy of a Constitution and Rules;

b. a Strategic and/or Business Plan;  

c. a document, such as an annual report, which sets out the function of the

organisation, membership level etc., where the documents set out at a) or

b) are not available; 
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d. an indication should also be given of any other funding being provided to

the party by the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local

Government.

The focus on direct grant aid is to support activities that relate to objectives within GPA

2009-2015 but are being independently run through other organisations but may be

assisted in some small part by a financial contribution. The balance of funding available

to the expert framework panel and direct grant aid funding may change over the lifetime

of the Policy depending on funding available 2009-2015.
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Appendix 4:

Direct Grant Aid initiatives, DGA 2010      

Direct Grant Aid initiatives, Part 1, June 2010

Ref. Applicant Name GPA Actions DGA Amount
€

1. Kilkenny County Council -
Design Review pilot

21 & 45 10,000

2. DCC World Design Capital 2014 4, 5, 30 and 35 20,000

3. Waterford Architecture Festival 36 5,000

4. BT young Scientist Category for
Architecture

5 & 36 10,000

5. Darc space architectural
venue/exhibition support

33 (ii) 10,000

6. RIAI initiatives in support of
GPA

1, 3, 7, 9, 22, 27,
28, 34, 36, 38, 39,

41 & 45

30,000

7. Laois County Council research
proposal: Heritage LAP

21, 24, 25 & 27 20,000

8. ICOMOS Ireland Conference 1, 19,20 & 44 15,000

9. Re-drawing Dublin publication 21 5,000

10. Heritage Council Initiatives in

support of GPA

17, 18, 19, & 31 20,000

11. Arts Council - Engaging with
Architecture programme 2010

33 (ii) & (iii) 30,000

Total Direct Grant Aid initiatives:

11

Total allocation 175,000
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Direct Grant Aid initiatives, Part 2, November 2010

Ref. Applicant Name Actions Amount
€

1. Dublin City Council with
Academy of Urbanism -
Univercities programme 2011

21 & 45 10,000

2. Arts Council - Engaging with
Architecture programme 2010

33 (ii) & (iii) 20,000

3. Irish Architecture Foundation 36 & 15 18,000

4. SLOW Architecture initiative
2011 programme

33 & 36 5,000

5. IAA architectural
venue/exhibition programme
support

31 15,000

6. Dublin Civic Trust - NIAH
research proposal

24 8,000

7. University of Limerick with LG -
Pilot Urban management
programme 2011

21 30,000

8. DIT Bolton Street
Urban Research Projects

21 20,000

Total Grant Aid Initiatives: 8 126,000
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Appendix 5:

GPA Panel for invitations to tender for 20 Priority
Actions to 31/12/2012   

GPA Annual Report 2009-2010 A5

Tender
reference

no.

Application Party Name GPA Category

1. Bucholz McEvoy 1 & 2

2. Building Research Establishment Ltd. (BRE) 1, 2 & 4

3. Carrig Conservation 2

4. Dublin Civic Trust 3

5. Irish Architecture Foundation 4

6. Irish Landscape Institute 1

7. Paul Keogh 3

8. Queens University Belfast 1, 2, 3 & 4

9. RPS 1 & 3

10. Shaffrey Associates/Place Makers 3 & 4

11. The Royal Institute of Architects in Ireland 4

12. Trinity Haus 1, 2 & 3

13. University College Dublin 1, 2, 3 & 4

14. Waterford Institute of Technology 2 & 4
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Final Panels for stage two Tendering – 
per GPA Category 

Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 Category 4

Research
Actions 1 - 5

Quality
Actions 6 - 20

Planning & Urban
Design
Actions 21-27

Awareness &
Implementation
Actions 28 - 45

Bucholz McEvoy Bucholz McEvoy Dublin Civic Trust Building Research
Establishment Ltd.
(BRE)

Building Research
Establishment
Ltd. (BRE)

Building Research
Establishment Ltd.
(BRE)

Paul Keogh Irish Architecture
Foundation

Irish Landscape
Institute

Carrig Conservation Queens University
Belfast

Queens University
Belfast

Queens University
Belfast

Queens University
Belfast

RPS Shaffrey
Associates/Place
Makers

RPS Trinity Haus Shaffrey
Associates/Place
Makers

The Royal Institute
of Architects in
Ireland

Trinity Haus University College
Dublin

Trinity Haus University College
Dublin

University College
Dublin

Waterford Institute of
Technology

University College
Dublin

Waterford Institute
of Technology
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Appendix 6:

GPA Main Action Summary Progress 2009-2010     

GPA Action Action UP-DATE Organisation or group
responsible for delivery

1. UCD preparing Built Environment Research
Scoping Paper for Colloquium in 2011

ICOMOS Ireland Conference

RIAI Initiatives in Support of GPA

UCD, DEHLG, GPAAC

ICOMOS Ireland/DEHLG

RIAI/DEHLG

5 Irish Architecture Foundation – A Space for
Learning  programme

BT Young Scientist Category for
Architecture

IAF/DEHLG

UCD/DEHLG

16 Energy Efficiency in Traditional Buildings -
Advice Series guidance document,
published by DEHLG

DEHLG

17-19 Heritage Council Initiatives in Support of
GPA
including commissioning of report: Grant
Aid for Building Conservation - Quanta
Research

The Heritage Council

21 DEHLG Local Area Plan Best Practice
Manual Guidance with Queens University
Belfast/LOCI Consultants

Laois County Council research proposal:
Urban Design Heritage Local Area
Plan(LAP)

Kilkenny Design Review Pilot

University of Limerick(UL) with Local
Government –pilot urban management
programme 2011

Dublin Institute of Technology(DIT)Bolton
Street – research proposal redundant
building stock

DEHLG/QUB

DEHLG/Laois County
Council

RIAI/Kilkenny County
Council

UL/DEHLG

DIT/DEHLG
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GPA Action Action UP-DATE Organisation or group
responsible for delivery

24 Dublin Civic Trust/NIAH Research Proposal DCT/DEHLG

27(ii) Best Practice Guidance for High and Large
Scale Buildings in Urban Areas

Shaffrey
Associates/PlaceMakers/DE

HLG

31 Irish Architectural Archive(IAA)
architectural venue/exhibition programme
support

IAA/DEHLG

33 Arts Council – Engaging with Architecture
programme initiated

Darc space architectural venue/exhibition
support

DEHLG/ The Arts Council

Darc space/DEHLG

35 Dublin Local Authorities bid for World
Design Capital 2014

DCC/DEHLG

36 Irish Architecture Foundation – A Space for
Learning  programme

BT Young Scientist Category for
Architecture

IAF/DEHLG

UCD/DEHLG

38 RIAI arranging Joint Research Colloquium
2011 with Schools of Architecture/CCMA

RIAI/DEHLG
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